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ABLE DOUBLES HYDRAULICS FACILITY; ADDS BELL 212/412, AS350 &
AS355 CAPABILITIES
New servo solutions build on company’s established Bell 206, 407 hydraulics expertise

MESA, Ariz. (February 29, 2016) – Able Aerospace Services, a subsidiary of Textron Aviation
Inc., a Textron Inc. (NYSE: TXT) company, has doubled the size of its in-house hydraulics
facility, expanding the bandwidth for its Bell 206 and 407 servo repairs, and supporting the
addition of its newest service: the overhaul, repair and exchange of Bell
212/412, AS350 and AS355 hydraulics.

“With the Bell 206 and 407, Able has confirmed our ability to successfully deliver some of the
industry’s fastest, most affordable servo solutions. We have the talent – and now the facility – to
extend that success to the Bell Medium and Airbus,” said John Celigoy, Vice President of
Business Generation for Able Aerospace Services. “Customers have been asking for Bell
Medium, Dunlop and Goodrich support. We’re excited to answer that demand with a best value
solution.”

Able operates a 100 percent in-house hydraulics repair, overhaul and exchange process that
incorporates the company’s on-site NDT, lapping, honing, electroplating, grinding and testing
expertise.

Able launched its Bell 206 and 407 repair and overhaul services in 2013. Since that time,
hydraulics has become one of its fastest growing business lines. The new Bell 212/412, AS350
and AS355 servo capabilities will continue to expand the company’s position as a go-to source
for hydraulics repair, overhaul and on-the-shelf exchanges.

Able’s newest hydraulics solutions are available for the Bell 212/412 servo (212-076-005-111),
Airbus/Dunlop servos (AC66436, AC67032, AC66442, AC67034, AC67246, AC64182,
AC67030, AC67244) and Airbus/Goodrich servos (SC5072, SC5083, SC5084).

Based in Mesa, Arizona, Able operates one of the world’s largest helicopter repair facilities and
an inventory of more than 8,000 FAA approved replacement parts and component repairs. Its
proprietary, value-driven solutions allow operators to safely reduce their operating costs.

About Able Aerospace Services
Able Aerospace Services is a leading supplier of component and MRO services. With
headquarters and maintenance facilities on the Phoenix-Mesa Gateway Airport (KIWA) in Mesa,
Arizona, Able's products and services support commercial and military fixed- and rotor-wing
aviation. Able combines 32 years of aviation experience with a staff of more than 500
employees to accomplish its mission: To safely reduce aircraft operating costs by providing
resourceful component repair, overhaul and approved replacement parts solutions. Able is
certified by numerous airworthiness authorities including the FAA, EASA, ANAC, CAAC, JCAB
and others.

About Textron Inc.
Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense,
industrial and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services.
Textron is known around the world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna,
Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Greenlee, Textron Systems, and
TRU Simulation + Training. For more information, visit www.textron.com.
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